
Swamp Project 
MDCA and TDC are not working together on this. 
The TDC is trying to purchase the Seaton Valley land from the Gerald Senior family trust, presumably 
for the placement of a much-needed storm water drain. 
Gerald Senior is clear that with the last 3 generations of hard work (since 1906), his family is not 
interested in seeing their heritage go back to swamp and flax. The fact that they are food producers 
is a mark of pride. At last communication, TDC's offer to compensate the trust was not attractive and 
the land was not for sale. 
An ownership transfer from the Senior family trust to TDC would not guarantee the community 
greenspace. Only a QEII covenant would ensure the security of the land for native wildlife and make 
restoration a worthwhile community activity.  
As the current holder of this project at MDCA, I remain consistent that my only priority is for wild 
space in Mapua. All other uses for this land (primary production as current, and more playing fields 
as some have suggested) would be compromises on the path to getting to wild space. 
 
I started a letter to the Senior Family after consulting with Gerald offering our support but this was 
quickly reworded and I lost my desire to continue working on it since my priorities are not the same 
as those of the MDCA. Compromise would have to be from all parties, and valuing primary food 
production doesn't look like a core value for this committee.    
 
Community Survey 
This needs to be entered and pre-trialled on both paper and online. 
I have compiled a list of questions from two previous surveys. 
What I would like from each of you is an idea of how any potential data points can be used. The 
power in quantitative data is that it comes from the community who responds to the questionnaire. 
Data that is collected and not used is a waste of everyone's time. 
Errors in data transcription occur when written surveys are entered into a database, and this is more 
onerous when 'free text' fields are included. Minimising free text fields is critical for an accurate and 
efficient survey. 
I am happy to set this up in Survey Monkey for online entry and analysis. 
Someone else will need to take responsibility for the written version of this and do the data entry 
from paper to electronic. I will produce a table for data entry.  
 
Nga mihi, 
Lou  
 


